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The System of Information Disclosure Obligation of Signing the Insurance is an 
important part of Insurance Legal System .It contain The insured's duty of disclosure 
system and The insurer's obligation of explanation system. In the insurance business, 
The information disclosure of insurance determines the two parties of the contract of 
insurance interests, the appropriate risk prediction and assessment。It also affects the 
rights and obligations of both parties of Insurance transaction . In order to ensure that 
insurance transaction to fair,Correction of insurance market in a variety of chaos and 
Establish and perfect the System of information disclosure obligation of Signing the 
insurance be the inevitable request of insurance legal system construction of all 
countries."Insurance law" in China also established The insured's duty of disclosure 
and The insurer's obligation of explanation  as a legal obligation. 
This article starts from basic concepts of the System of Information Disclosure 
Obligation of Signing the Insurance, On the aspects of the Disclosure Duty;and 
Explanation Obligation detailed introduction and analysis.And discussed Value 
orientation of the System of Information Disclosure Obligation of Signing the 
Insurance,To find out problems of the System of Information Disclosure Obligation of 
Signing The Insurance in China,And puts forward how to perfect the System of 
Information Disclosure Obligation of Signing the Insurance in our country .This 
article is divided into three chapters. 
Part I: Introduction and analysis the concept，nature ，Legal basis, performing 
and violation of consequences of the system of disclosure duty and the explanation 
obligation.And discussed Value orientation of the System of Information Disclosure 
Obligation of Signing the Insurance in detail.  
Part II: Put forward the System of Information Disclosure Obligation of Signing 















Disclosure Obligation of Signing the Insurance in our country "insurance law" is too 
general and simple,IT have Issues such as the relevant legal concept is not clear and 
the single processing means of  Liable for violating the Information Disclosure 
Obligation on Signing.  
Part III: Further perfect suggestions of  the System of Information Disclosure 
Obligation of Signing the Insurance in our country ,should be further defined the 
relevant legal concept of the "insurance  law" in our country ,Perfect the processing 
means of Liable for violating the Information Disclosure Obligation on Signing And 
create specialized programs of explanation obligation of the insurer and so on. 
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